Here’s our secret recipe for

No Mess No Stress move.

We have created and mastered the recipe for a No Mess No Stress move, both for homes
and offices. The proof of the pie is in the eating and when customers come back again for
their next move, we know that our recipe is working.
A handful of quality-driven processes, strong and thoughtful pacing, a big spoon of safety
and hygiene served by a smiling chef is our signature recipe. It will surely leave you
delighted whenever you move home or office with us. Here is the full recipe with all its
ingredients. Sssh, don’t share this with our competition.

ISO and FAIM quality seal
Mess-free service is not by accident but by design and processes. Our consistent
services are attributed to our stringent adherence to international quality
standards. Being a FAIM (FIDI Accredited International Mover) certified mover, we
have implemented service checkpoints to ensure error-free execution of the move.
We undertake quality checks in each operational area from the survey, packing,
storage, transportation and post-move service.

Superior quality materials
Our packers come prepared with specialized packing materials and moving
equipment to pack and shift your valuables. The packers utilize appropriate sizes
of cartons and boxes and add a protective layer of wrapping over your items.
From specialty tear-free boxes to portable wardrobes and furniture covers, we
transport every item with care.

Highly trained staff
We heavily invest in staff training and welfare and they, in turn, keep our
customers happy. Trained on moving techniques, packing hacks and courteous
interaction skills, each employee plays a significant role in the service delivery
process. On-time and within the time they do an efficient, clean and fast job that’ll
leave you amazed. Our pioneering lady packer feature increases the comfort of our
lady customers when packing their delicate cutlery or personal items.

Safety and hygiene
Ensuring the safety of our clients and their family members throughout the move is
our top priority. From sanitized materials, temperature checks, use of protective
equipment and adherence to NEBOSH standards, we take every precaution to ensure
a safe move for all.
With a track record of 1,00,000+ successful moves, we are your go-to professional
movers in UAE. When you assign us the home relocation job, your family can simply
relax on a moving day with no worries, stresses or messes.

Try our signature recipe when your next move, home or office.
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